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No one has rated this review as helpful yet

Not Recommended
0.0 hrs last two weeks / 370.2 hrs on record
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Updated: 24 Jan @ 4:32pm

Sorry i didnt like it, just too much griefs, esp in the starting areas. But i know players need to
explore out into the wilderness if they can find a spot to enjoy the game. but seriously, there
are too many will wreck this realm, making it look ugly and stupid. 

I perfer WU over this, least you can enjoy your own pace and if you are lucky to find players
that has the same taste as you as well roleplaying, etc. 

Sadly they wont update WU, so gonna wrap this up and find something else to do. 

Edited... 
I waited for two months after this was release for steam, look much better. Once you head out
away from starting zones, it not that bad, depending on the map/server you are on. 

The graphics are better than WU of course, they also added 3rd person view and you can pan
around to see yourself. The User Interface (UI) is much better. So i still dont like many players in
the game due to ignorant players, esp on the chat window, just simple goto your profile and
disable it to avoid toxic players or even if you are anti-social type. My elf doesnt really like
civilized zones, esp chopping down huge forest down or killing helpless poor animals. So she
like to hang out in the wilderness. 

You can still enjoy the game, kick back and relax, do whatever you like. But your skills is capped
at 20 until you pay some cash for it, its not expensive. As long you have plenty time to play,
you should enjoy this game. But this game isnt for everyone, might wanna check the store
page for more details or wikipedia. 

GMs wont help if you get stuck, too many glitches and veteran players placing way too many
anti deed structures all over the place to keep new and old players from deeding that spot. So
its pretty harsh in there, not so friendly and not really worth wasting time and money into.
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